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Outline 1. Introduction (2) 3) its presence among globally traded assets may influence the coordination of economic policies; 4) scholars and policy makers are interested in it as an indication of the degree of financial integration.
A bit of literature (4)
-vector error-correction models (see, Malliaris et al. [1996] ); -forecast error variance decomposition approaches; -lag-augmented VAR systems (see Hamori et al. [2000] ); -Granger causality based tests (see Chen et al. [2004] ). 9
A bit of literature (5)
Other methodologies that are worth mentioning are able to detect: -the presence of common trends or the presence of common features (see Engle et al. (1993) ); -the presence of co-dependence (see Broome et al. [2000] ).
Our approach allows -the evaluation and -the statistical testing of non-linearly driven comovements between two random variables.
Moreover, when such dependence relationship is detected, our approach provides also a polynomial approximation of it.
Step 1 -We specify a simple index able to evaluate any intermediate degree of the nonlinear bivariate dependence.
Step 2 -We propose a procedure to test the statistical meaningfulness of the index itself.
Step 3 -We propose an algorithm to provide a polynomial approximation of the unknown bivariate dependence relationship.
The simple index
Consider two (discrete) time series: and .
The simple index we propose for evaluating the bivariate dependence between and is defined as follows:
Notice that: • (property of normalization of the first type); • is defined for every pair of (discrete) time series (property of existence); • (property of symmetry 
The testing procedure
Step 1 -We define the r.v.
as the index , but applied to the two time series once both have been shuffled.
Step 2 -We defined the quantity and generate the series by shuffling for M times the two time series.
Step 3 -We determine the sample mean and the sample standard deviation of as follows:
and
Step 4 -For M large enough we perform the following (bilateral) t-test:
.
Step 5 -We recall from basic statistic that
Step 6 -Finally, if is rejected, then we perform two more unilateral t-tests in order to verify whether the -dependence between and is positive or negative.
The polynomial approximation
We analytically model the unknown bivariate dependence relationship .
In particular, we look for a polynomial approximation of the type
where J is the truncation order of the Taylor's series;
; r(J+1) is a suitable remainder function.
• Notice that J plays a crucial role.
• How to detect the "optimal" value of J?
Step 1 -We let as the starting data set.
Step 2 -We split D into a learning subset and a validation subset (such that and Ø);
,... , ,
Step 3 -We consider a finite series of polynomials of form (1) with , where is a pre-established integer value.
Step 4 -For each of the polynomials we estimate the parameters via OLS by using , and evaluate the index between and by using .
Our three-steps methodology (15)
Step 5 -Finally, we choose as "best" approximating polynomial the one associated with the highest absolute value of .
, 1 δ
Step 1 -We start by considering the bivariate time serie .
Step 2 -From it we split the chronologically last 10% in order to utilize them as forecasting data set ; we use the remaining 90% as the starting data set, and we split it into and ;
Step 3 -Finally we apply our methodology.
An application to energy data (2)
We utilize (discrete) time series constituted by 2.026 daily spot closing prices (from January 3, 1994 to December 31, 2002) of three energy assets: Heating Oil: ; Gasoline:
; Crude Oil: .
4. An application to energy data (4) 
Cross-Greeks (1)
We present some results concerning an utilization of the polynomial approximation of the bivariate dependence relationship in the research field of option contracts: the crosshedging one.
Proposition 2 -Let the usual hypotheses concerning the B&S environment hold, and let and be the prices of two assets, both defined on a given interval . If 
Cross-Greeks (4)
where ;
Cross-Greeks (5)
Example -We determine the analytical approximations of the Greeks for the European call and put options in terms of the price of heating oil when the underlying is the price of gasoline.
We recall that: 
Cross-Greeks (7)
The cross-Greeks for the European put options are: cross-delta put = cross-vega put = cross-theta put = = 
